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FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF NC MACHINE TOOL

- DISPLACEMENT OF SLIDE MEMBERS.
- ANGULAR ROTATION OF THE CIRCULAR TABLE.
- STOP / START – MAIN SPINDLE.
- CHANGE SPINDLE SPEED.
- REVERSE SPINDLE DIRECTION OF ROTATION.
- CHANGE FEED RATE.
- ROTATE TOOL TURRET.
- CHANGE TOOL.
- CUTTING FLUID – ON / OFF.
- LOCK TABLE IN POSITION.
FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF NC MACHINE TOOL

- **M/T**: Manual, Semiautomatic, Automatic
- **Less Expensive**
- **Expensive**

**Main Function to be Performed by the M/T**
- Slide Displacement
- Relative Motion Between Tool & W/P
- X, Y & Z Directions, Rotation About X, Y and Z Axes
- Final Component
RIGHT HAND RULE FOR MACHINE TOOL AXES DESIGNATION

AXIS DESIGNATION FOR HORIZONTAL Z-AXIS

FOR VERTICAL M/C Z-AXIS
EACH ROTARY MOTION MUST BE UNDER DRIVE MOTOR CONTROL TO BE CALLED – *AN AXIS*

ROTATION OF THE CUTTING TOOL ON THE SPINDLE – AN AXIS OR NOT? NO

AN INDEXING TABLE – MOVES A SPECIFIC AMOUNT ON A COMMAND SIGNAL FROM THE CONTROL UNIT – *AN AXIS*

CONSIDERED AN AXIS ONLY WHEN CONTROLLED FROM TAPE / CD INSTRUCTIONS AND HAVING OPEN LOOP OR CLOSED LOOP DRIVE.
CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM FOR DESIGNATING MAIN AXES OF NC M/T

HOW TO DEFINE AN AXIS

TWO AXES VERTICAL LATHE
IDENTIFICATION OF THE MOTION

- MOTIONS OF NC M/T IN X, Y AND Z DIRECTIONS HAVE BEEN STANDARDIZED AND ARE FOLLOWED BY MANUFACTURERS.
- IT IS THE RELATIVE MOTION OF THE CUTTING TOOL W.R.T. THE W/P THAT DETERMINES + OR – SIGN.
- BOTH THE M/T OPERATORS & THE JOB PLANNERS ALWAYS CONSIDER TOOL TO BE MOVING ABOUT THE W/P, EVEN IF THE W/P ACTUALLY MOVES AND THE CUTTING TOOL DOES NOT.
- A MOVE OF C/T W.R.T. W/P TO THE RIGHT IS TAKEN AS + AND TO THE LEFT AS –.
- NOT EVERY MOTION OF A M/C QUALIFIES AS AN AXIS – Z MOVEMENT WOULD NOT BE A Z-AXIS IF Z MOTION IS SET AND CONTROLLED BY THE OPERATOR.
- THE AXES ARE DECIDED WHEN LOOKING AT THE MACHINE FROM THE FRONT IN CASE OF VERTICAL M/C AND FROM THE BACK IN CASE OF HORIZONTAL M/C.
NC CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM

- Standard axis system to specify relative positions – tool and workpiece (W/P)
- Usually W/P is stationary & tool is moving.
- Guidelines:
  - The main spindle (axis of tool spindle or W/P rotates) is treated – Z axis.
  - +ve direction away from the W/P and towards tool spindle holder.
  - In case of multiple spindles – one spindle is selected as principal spindle & its axis as Z axis.

Z Axis

- Horizontal & parallel to the working surface.
- **When Z-axis is horizontal**: +ve X-axis to the right when looking from spindle towards the W/P.
- **When Z-axis is vertical**: +ve X-axis – towards right – looking from the spindle towards supporting column.

X Axis
• PERPENDICULAR TO BOTH X- AND Z- AXIS.
• FOR +VE Y DIRN – ROTATE X AXIS – ADVANCE RIGHT HAND SCREW IN +VE Z DIRECTION.

ENGINE LATHE CUTTING TOOL MOVES ONLY ON THE X AND Z AXES

NC CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM
**NC CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM**

- **X -AXIS** – A RIGHT MOVE OF THE C/T WRT W/P IS +VE AND ITS MOVE TOWARDS LEFT IS – VE.

- **Y AXIS** – IF A TOOL MOVES AWAY FROM THE OPERATOR - +VE IF TOWARDS THE OPERATOR –VE

- **Z AXIS** - +VE Z IF SPINDLE MOVES AWAY FROM THE W/P –VE Z IF SPINDLE MOVES TOWARDS THE W/P.
ILLUSTRATION: NC CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM

Moving the table to the left will have the same effect as though the cutting tool is moved to the right.

Effect of the cutting tool with respect to the workpiece is to the right or in the plus (+) direction.

Shows whether the spindle moves left/right, forward/backward, up/down.

Z Axis movement
X Axis movement
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS CONTAIN SOME TYPE OF FEEDBACK DEVICES TO MAKE SURE THAT THE MACHINE TABLE IS IN THE EXACT POSITION CALLED FOR BY THE MCU

PULSES ARE GENERATED BY THE ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER UNIT (1) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS PUNCHED ON THE TAPE (2) THREE PULSES (3) DRIVE A STEPPING MOTOR (4) WHICH ROTATES A HIGH PRECISION LEAD SCREW (5). THE LEAD SCREW MOVES A BALL BEARING NUT (6) WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THE MOVING PART OF THE MACHINE TOOL SUCH AS THE WORKTABLE (7) OR THE SADDLE.
CUTTER SIZE COMPENSATION

- **RESET IN DRILLING AND BORING.**
- **REDUCES SIZE IN MILLING.**

### Tool Diameter Compensation
- Register manually the compensation
- Modifies cutter path – MCU.
- Coordinates need to be increased / decreased decided by the position of the machined surface.

### Tool Length Compensation
- Easier to apply compensation
- Short or long – dial the error and its direction on console.

### Pocket Milling
- Can be programmed by defining the path step by step – tedious job.
  
  **OR**
  
  - Incorporate a subroutine in MCU. Specify only cutter size and pocket size.
EFFECT ON THE SIZE OF A COMPONENT WHEN AN **UNDERSIZE CUTTER IS USED** (A) MILLING AN EXTERNAL CONTOUR, (B) MILLING AN INTERNAL CONTOUR, (C) MILLING A HORIZONTAL SURFACE, (D) SOME COORDINATES ARE INCREASED OTHER DECREASED TO COMPENSATE FOR AN INCORRECT DIAMETER CUTTER.

POCKET MILLING – THE FIRST CUTS ARE TAKEN ALONG THE PATH A TO H. TO PRODUCE AN EVEN SURFACE ON THE SIDES OF THE POCKET, A FINAL CUT IS TAKEN FOLLOWING THE PATH KLMJ.
EFFECT OF TRANSIENT SLIDE BEHAVIOUR ON THE ACCURACY OF THE MACHINING ERROR SHOWN ARE DUE TO THE (A) SLOW RESPONSE (B) HUNTING OF THE SLIDE.

THE EFFECT OF SLIDE VELOCITY ON THE FEED RATE
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